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impedance presented to the diode by the circuit. In this
circuit, a 10 GHz silicon diode has--been tested as an amplifier with power gains in excess of 20 db.
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ABSTRACT
A high performance IMPATT diode test circuit has been
developed which is very effective in reducing spurious oscillations of the diode under test by controlling the impedance
presented to the diode by the circuit.

In this circuit, a

10 GHz silicon diode has been tested as an amplifier with
power gains in excess of 20 db.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The amplification of microwave power by the use of
IMPATT diodes is presently stimulating increased interest
of design engineers at all levels.

IMPATT diodes are now

commercially available and are being used in a variety of
applications.

The much improved manufacturing processes

of these microwave devices in re' nt years has led to their
increased reliability, efficiency, and noise suppression
while cost has continually declined.

With the rapid changes

being made in the state-of-the-art of these microwave
devices, high performance circuitry is required for use
within a laboratory environment for purposes of testing
the performance and checking the specifications of the many
IMPATT diodes now offered commercially by many different
vendors.
This paper describes the design and development of such
circuitry along with the experimental procedures and
measurement techniques involved in the testing of several
Hewlett Packard type 5082-0432, 10 GHz, IIPA'ir diodes as
amplifiefs.

The power gain, bandwidth, and frequency seisi-

tivi':y of this type diode is presented in the form of
curves to acquaint the reader with the principles of IMPATT
diode amplification.
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II. CIRCUIT DESIGN
A. DIODE MOUNT
An IMPATT diode can function as an amplifier if the load
resistance presented to it is larger in magnitude than the
diode's negative resistance.

here many diodes of different

types are to be analyzed, the collet-clamp-sleeve design of
Appendix A is especially suitable for end-mounting diodes in
coaxial circuits and provides a convenient mount for a laboratory test fixture, where quick interchangeability of diodes
and transformers is desirable.
consists of four parts:

The diode holder assembly

A "collet"

for gripping the heat

sink end of the diode, a "sleeve" into which the diode
collet

is inserted, a "knurled nut" which pulls the collet

tightly into the sleeve, and a "clmp."

The clamp is

screwed into the cavity body, and is tightened after the
sleeve containing diode and collet has been inserted and
held with moderate pressure against the coaxial transformer.
This arrangement allows easy interchangeability of diodes
and transformers and ensures a low electrical and thermal
resistance contact between diode and cavity.

Version "G" of

the collet was used in this particular application.
is a picture of the disassembled diode mount.

7

Figure 5

B.

TRANSFORIER
The transformer reduces the 50 flline impedance to the

value of load resistance (RL) required for optimum power
output of the IMPATT diode, usually in the vicinity of 2

$t.

The transformer is a very critical part of the circuit
design.

The type of transformer used is a Chebyshev,

quarter-wave, three-section design; this provides the optimum diode impedance over a wider frequency range than a
transformer of maximally flat design and with the aid of
the computer program on page 30 is no more difficult to
design or build.

The exact equations governing the design

of the transfoimer are contained in Ref. 1.

A description

of what the computer program does can be explained with the
aid of Fig. 1.

Ct

C3

zo

it

Z,
z

!

3

is

Figure 1. Three-section Chebyshev Transformer.
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Given values for the line impedance (Zo), a desired value of
diode load impedance (ZL), a center frequency, a desired
bandwidth, and the relative dielectric constant of the
material which surrounds the larger end of the transformer
(Rexolite is recommended), the computer output will yield
the appropriate diameters and lengths of the transformer
sections.
In addition, the computer output w ji yield the necessary
numerical ratios that are needed to determine the length
corrections to the transformer sections which are necessitated
by the capacitance'associated with the discontinuity caused

by each transformer step as described in Ref. 2. The values
of these discontinuity step capacitances can be readily
obtained from a graph in Ref. 2.
For optimum computer transformer design, these step

capacitances must then be :ed into the computer with a
supplementary deck of cards.

The final computer output then

yields the diameters of the transformer sections along with

the sectinns' lengths corrected for the discontinuity step
capacitances.

At high frequencies there can be as much as

5% length correction necessary to each transformer section.
nther computer outputs include the center frequency,

transformer bandwidth, maximum reflection coefficient, line
impedance, diode load impedance, quarter-wave length in free
space, and quar,)--wave length in the specified die-lectric

material.
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'he transformer which was used to analyze the

HP 5082-0432 diode has the following design criteria:
Zo

50.0 Q

ZL

1.1 2

fo

=

10.2 GHz

Bandwidth = 1.2 GHz

Maximum reflection coefficient
D

=

0.0463

= 0.1665 in.

D2 = 0.2436 in.
D3 = 0.2626 in.
L=

0.2816 in.

L =0.2785 in.
L3

=

0.1806 in.

C. BIAS T
A Bias T is required for operation of the amplifier
cavity.

The diode requires a DC bias current, typically

30 mA for the HP 5082-0432 diode.

It is necessary to block

the DC bias current from the rest of the circuitry.

This

has been accomplished using a microstrip interdigital DC
blocking capacitor circuit derived from design criteria
presented in Ref. 3. The microstrip circuit is shown in
Fig. 2.
The circuit was designed for a center frequency of
9.8 GHz and was constructed on 0.030 inch copper substrate
with a ratio of free space wavelength to microstrip wavelength equal to 1.44.

The two "fingers" in Fig. 2
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Figure 2.

00Ms
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I

Circuit Dimensions for Microstrip Bias T.

represent the DC blocking capacitor and have a coupling
length equal to a quarter-wavelength in microstrip.
The DC bias current is applied to the diode through a
very high rf impedance (quarter-wavelength long, very narrow
piece of copper) terminated In a low rf impedance (wide
piece of copper).

This arrangement serves as a very effec-

tive "bucket choke" to rf energy passing from PORT 1 to
PORT 2 or vice-versa.
The transmission properties of the microstrip Bias T are
shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

Figure 3 indicates the amount .of

relative power that is reflected from PORT 1 or PORT 2 when
the indicated incident power is applied to the same port and
the other port is terminated in a 50 n load.
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Figure 4. Square of Reflection Coefficient for
Microstrip Bias T vs. Frequency.

of the curves to higher frequencies seems very encouraging
toward low VSWR, very broadband Bias T's of this design.
Figure 6 is a picture of the microstrip Bias T
connected to the diode amplifier by an Amphenol APC-7
connector.
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III.

PRESENTATION OF DATA

Figure 7 shows the block diagram of the IMPATT reflection amplifier swept measuiement circuit.
used to separate input a.A output signals.

A circulator is
The 11P Model

8472A crystal detector operates within square law up to
100 mW of input power to the detector.

When connected to

an oscilloscope, the diode's frequency response can be
quickly ascertained.

The maximum possible dc bias current

above which the diode breaks into oscillations can be
readily observed also.

SD-14 0H
OSCILLATOWi

I
-4

IC
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I DIIOV

3
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BIAS-T

I

CRYSTAL DETECTOR

DIOIE AMPLIFIER

D
XY RCORLR

VERPCALR0

(SCOPE - XY RECORDER)

TO SCOPE EXTERNAL
TRIGGER
or XY RECORDER HOIZONTAL TRACE
Wp MELsrmn
84ruit
A
MEASUREMENT SET-UP
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Figures 8-12 were obtained on an X-Y recorder and represent one particular diode's swept frequency response for
different input power levels and dc bias currents.

All of

the diodes tested had slightly different frequency responses
and maximum dc bias currents, but in general they all
exhibited the same characteristics of tending toward saturation with increasing input power levels and a co.responding
increase in bandwidth.

There is also a frequency shift of

the center frequency toward lower frequencies with increasing input pover levels or decreasing dc bias currents.

01
Figure 8.

Frequency
Response
for P IN
-20 dbm. of Aplifier
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Figure 9. Frequency Response of Amplifier
for PZ = 15 dbm.
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Figure 11.

Frequency Response of Amplifier
-5 dbm.
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Figa~re, 12.

Frequency Response of Amplifier
for PN'0 dbm.
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Figure 13 shows the block diagram of the IMPATT reflection CW power measurement circuit that was used.

The loca-

tion of two HP 432A power meters, as shown, enables the
simultaneous measurement of input and output power for the
diode under test.

The 10 db directional coupler was

calibrated for accuracy in measuring the input power.

The

CW frequency of the HP 8690B was adjusted to coincide with
the center operating frequency, as determined from the peak
of the frequency response curves of the diode under test,
for each different value of bias current and input power
level.

Output power vs. input power data and the

PPNERR METER
'pC

5P466A
THESTTR MOUT

200B ATTENUATO'R

Igr

15.

3iga
BlockHX"
Power~

CIDAplFIER
o£ ReI1ctio
~

PWE
icIt
MesueEn

HP 486 A THEFWSTOR MOU-IT
MEASUREMENT SET-UP 2

422

Figure 13.

Block Diagram of Reflection Amplifier
CW Power Measurement Circuit.
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corresponding center frequencies where the measurements were
made are shown for two different diodes and various values
of bias current in Figures 14-17.
At the center frequency, the power gain of the amplifier
is given by
RL]2
RD
RD +RL

G0

1
where RD is the terminal (negative) resistance of the packaged
diode and RL is the diode's load resistance.

An estimate

for the power added by the amplifier is given by
P

- ID2 IRD

(2)

Bias
~~ow

2urns(Doe#)

211

Figure 14.

OK
TYiSM03

POUT~vs. PIN for the Amplifier at Different

hi

PL *

Z

13

oO

A

TYP(EOS2-0432

h01
)EO

o

(

Fi~
eur

o

)P

14(Dod

q~h

Fi~ure 16.

#)

, * CIA

POTr Vs. PIN for the Amplifier at Different
Bias Currents (Diode 03).
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-RL

1

-IA

DIODE TYPE: 5082-0432

.W
Z

\\\0

"1

Im

POAI

Figure.17.

where I

mw

-1U

1!T

fo ys PIN Corresponding to
Figure 16
(Diode #3).

is the diode's RF current amplitude.

RD may be

determined from equation (1) with the use of the power gaip
curves shown in Figs. 14 and 16.

1D may be estimated from

equation (2) by using the same power gain curves.

Figure J8

shows how the diode negative resistance typically varies as
a function of the diode RF current amplitude.
It is seen that IRDI decreases with signal level.

RD

also varies with dc bias current and thus the upper limit
of bias current is established at the value that causes
IRDI to equal RL.

Exceeding this maximum value of bias

current will cause the diode to act as an oscillator instead
of an amplif'er because the diodes load resistance, RL, is no
longer greater than the magnitude of the diode's negative

K

resistance,

IRDI.

I
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-

CONCLUSION

An IMPATT amplifier requires that RL be larger than
for all values of the RF current through the diode.

I%

Since

RD varies not only with different types of diodes, but also
with dc bias current and signal level, the selection of RL
for optimum power gain is of prime importance in the design
of the amplifier.

Measurements of reflection amplifier

characteristics allow the determination of the RD vs.
curve for a diode which enhances the selection of the optimum RL.

A three-step Chebyshev transformer which is designed

with consideration of the coaxial line-step fringing capacities provides the optimum RL over a wider frequency range

than a transformer of any other design.
Depending upon the exact circumstances, final adjustment
of the circuit inductance to achieve the'desired center
frequency, is usually a cut-and-try process.

One technique

is to recess the diode deeper into the "collet" as shown by
the different versions of collet design in Appendix A.
Recessing the diode deeper into the collet has the iffect of
lowering the circuit inductance and raising the frequency.
The low power Hewlett Packard type 5082-0432 IMPATT
I!

diodes that were tested as amplifiers exhibited power gains
in excess of 20 db with bandwidths on the order of 30 MHz-at
input power levels of about 0.01 mW.

At input power levels

of 100 mW, they approach saturation, but their bandwidths

25

-

tend toward infinity.

The maximum power added by the diode

occurs somewhere between these two extremes and is on the
order of 50 mW.
The gain-bandwidth-power added requirements of an amplifier are therefore important design specifications.

The

selection of the type of diode to be used and its biasing
conditions will be of interest to design engineers depending
on what purpose the amplifier is to be used.

Because of

their small size, weight, low heat output, high gain, and
wide bandwidth characteristics, IMPATT diode amplifiers are
accordingly very attractive for many applications, including

those which are price-sensitive.

2
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APPENDIX A
ASSEMBLY OF IMPATT AMPLIFIER

AMPHENOC
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COMPUTER PROGRAM
OPTIMUM CHE3YSHEV THREE SECTION STEPPED TRANSFORMER
NOTE: 5 DATA CARDS :tE0UIRED IN MAIN DECK ARE
AS FOLLOWS:
(1) FREO = FREOUENCY IN GIGAHERTZ
(2) BW
8ANDWIDTH IN
(3) ZL = LOAD IMPEDANCEGIGAHERTZ
OHMS
(4) ZO = CHARACTERISTIC IN
IMPEDANCE IN OHMS
(5) ER = RELATIVE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT OF REXOLITE
NCTE: ZO MUST BE GREATER THAN ZL
FREQ = 10.2
BW =
ZL =
ZO =
ER =
RADI
PI =

1.2
1.1
50.0
2.54
= 0.1378
3.14159
HALFPI = PI/2.0
TWOPI = 2.0 * P1
AM = HALFPI - (PI * BW)/(4.0 * FREQ)
AZ = ARCOS((SZRT(3.0)/2.0) * COS(AM)).
X = ((ZO - ZL) *v 2.0) * 2.0 * COS(AZ)
Y = 4.0
ZL * Z3 * 3.0
SQRT(3.0)
(TAN(AZ) **
S = X/Y
PM = SQRT(S/(S + 1.0))
Fl = (AM/HALFPI) * FPEQ
F2 = (2.0 - A4/HALFPI) * FREQ
RHOl = (AZ/HALFPI) * FREO
RHO2 = (2.0 - AZ/HALFPI) * FREQ
ANS = (L -ZO)/(TAN(AZ) ** 2.0)
ALFA = 0124

A = 2.0

2.0)

SORT(ZL/Z3)

B
(ZO *1' 2.0)
C =
= ZL
A * * (ZO
'* 2.0)
10 ALFA = ALFA + 0.001
30 BETA = 1.0 - ALFA
ZI = (ZL ** ALFA) * (Z3
CHEC<=((Zl**2.0)/ZO)+(A,
TOL = ANS - CHECK

BETA)
Zll_(B/(Zl**,2.0))-(C/Zi)

IF (TOL.LE.-.0o002) GO TO 10
IF (TOL.GT.O.0001) GO TO 50
GO TO 75

50 ALFA = ALFA - 0.00305

GO TO 30

75 Z2 = SQRT(ZL * ZO)
Z3 = (Zl * ZO)/Zt
WAVE1 = 30.0/(4.0 * FREQ * 2.54)
WAVE2 = WAVEI/SORT(ER)
T = TWOPI/377.0
01 = 2.0
(RADI/EXP(T * Zi))
•D2 = 2.0 * (RAD1/EXP(T * Z2))
D3 = 2.0 * (RAD1/EXP(T * Z3 * SORT(ER)))
DO = 0.1197
Ti = (RADI
D3/2.3)/(RAD1 -D2/2.0)
T2 = (RADI --D2/2.0)/(RAnl
n/.
IRAiL - DI/2.0)/(RA6b
-- bb72.0O)

T1 = RAD1/(DZ/2.O)
T22
T33 =
= RADI/(D1/2.0)
RAD/(D3/2.3)
WRITE (6,100) FREO
WRITE (6,200) BW
WRITE (6,330)
PM
WRITE
(6,400) FlRHO1,FREORHO2,F2
WRITE (6,500) WAVE1,WAVE2
WRITE(69603) Z
1,Z*
Z2,Z3,Zl
WRITE (6,700) D1,D2,D3

30

4/

WRITE (6*800) TOL
WRITE (6.9903) ALFA
WRITE (6#905) Tll*T229T339TltT2,T3
100 FORMAT (I1X,'THE CENTER FREQUENCY IN GIGAHERTZ IS'
,8X9F 7.4/ //)
200 FORMAT (11X9'THE BANDWIDTH IN GIGAHERTZ IS'tl4XF8.4//
300 FORMAT (11XTHE MAXIMUM REFLE:CTION COEFFICIENT ISv6X
400 FORMAT (l1Xv':RITICAL FREQUENCIES ARE#//18Xt'F(LOW)',1
OX, 'RHOl' .11
*X,'F(CENTER)',9X,'RHO2',1OX,'F(UP)'//?X,5Fl6.3//f)
500 FORMAT(lIXt'QUARTER-WAVE LENGTH (INCHES) IN FREE SPACE

IS',95X, PO.

*8///11X,'OUARTER-WAVE LENGTH (INCHES) IN REXOLITE IS',
7X, P10.8//)
600 FORMAT (1IX,'THE IMPEDANCE OF THE TRANSFORMER SECTIONS
IN OHMS ARE
*'//20Xt'ZO'912X,'Zl*912XtfZ21912XvlZ31912Xt'ZL'//llXt5
=14.5///)
700 FORMAT (11X9'THE DIAMETERS OF THE TRANSFORMER SECTIONS
ARE'//120X9'
*01' .12X,'D2' ,12X,'D3'//1OX,3FI4.5///)
BCq FORMAT (l1X9'THE TOLERANCE OF THIS CALCULATION~ ISO.F14
.8/I/)
900 FORMAT (11X,'ALFA IS EQUAL TO' ,FIO.5111)
905 FORMAT (1LXv'THE RATIOS NECESSARY TO FIND DIS14CONTINUIT
X*'R33'//IIX
*,3Fl4.3112JX,' RI' 13X, 'R2' ,13X,' R3'/I1OX,3F14.2///)
!ADD THE FRLOIN C:ARS:AFTER DETERMINATIhON OFRz;;
TEDISCONTINUITY CAPACITANCES FROM CURVES DEVELOPED
NOTE: Cl, C2, £C3 ARE IN PICO-FARADS/CENTIMETER
C=
C=
C=
Y=

0.0335
0.0525
0.3385
1.0/Z3

Y2 = 1.0/Z2
Y3 = 1.0/Zl
Y4 = 1.0/ZO
C11
Cl * 2.54
C22 = C2 * 2.54
C33 =C3 * 2.54
CD. = TWOPI * RADI * Cll
CD2 =TWOPI * RADi * C22
CD3 =TIJOPI * RADI * C33
81 = (TWOPI * FREQ * CD1)/1000.O
82 = (TWOPI * FREQ * CD2)l1000.0
B3 = (TWOPI *FREQ
*CD3)/1000.0
RI= -ATAN((BI1Y2)/((YI/Y2) - 1.0))
R11
-ATAN((B.L/Y2)/((YI/Y2) + 1.0))
R2=-ATAN((B2/Y3)/((Y2/Y3) - 1.0))
R22 =-ATAN((B21Y3)/UIY2/Y3) + 1.0))
u*
R3 = ATAN(t33Y41/t!Y3!.#%.,--s
r%27=AJAN ((83/Y4)/((Y3/Y4J + 1.0))
REFLI = RI+ R11
REFL2 = R2 + R22
REFL3 aR3 + R33
ALFA. = -REFL1
ALFA2 = -REFLZ - (2.0 * R11)
ALFA3 = -REFL3 - (2.) * R11) -(2.0
*R22)
BETAI
TWOPII(4.0 * WAVEl)
BETA2 =TWOPI/(4.0 * WAVE2)
XI
ALFA1/(2.0 * BETA2)
X2 = ALFA2/(2.0 * BETAli
X3 vALFA3/(2.0 * SETAI)

Xll = WAVE2 - XI
X22 = WAVEL + XI - X2
X33 = WAVE! + X2 - X3
WRITE (6,920) X33,X22,Xil
920 FORMAT (llX,'THE LENGTHS OF THE TRANSFORMER SECTIONS A
RE 1//20X, LI
* ,12X,'IL2, 12X,'L3'//llX,3F14o5///)
NOTE: MAKE SURE THE STOP
STOP
END

g END CARD ARE PROPERLY LOCATED
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